Policy of Mutual Respect

1. Be Civil
2. No profanity
3. No personal attacks or insults
4. Stay on topic

We treat our patrons with respect and expect the same in return.

Unacceptable behavior includes, but is not limited to the following:

- Using offensive or obscene language
- Sending messages or communicating in any way that harasses or threatens, belittles, or intimidates
- Deliberately wasting Library Employees effort or time in a way that denies services to other patrons
- Using religious, ethnic, or political beliefs to influence
- Using gender or sexual discriminatory behavior

As a general rule it is not appropriate for a Librarian/library staff member to give personal opinions or answer personal questions in a Library setting. Professional opinions, based on training and experience are encouraged. Library employees will answer queries and/or emails during regular working hours.

Questions regarding budget can be found by requesting OPRA minutes of Library Board Meetings or by contacting Borough Hall Records at 201-585-4100.